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A: I have registered and installed it with the code
a7f46gg11f2fcc0357fc086c33bad2aadd15e3c0974f94bfef2b70eec0c7fbe5e8a7. And it is verified by
my QuickBooks 2010 serial number and registered with 5k invoice. 't like someone to hijack the
forums for their own purposes, or abuse their free Qs to lambast and troll others. Neither one of us
has mentioned a dollar amount for his situation. This is not a help group, and I'm neither here to
donate money nor there to ask for funds. You can definitely understand where he is coming from. It's
simply not how we roll here. Logged "The trouble with the world is that the stupid are cocksure
while the intelligent are full of doubt." *The topics, posts, messages, and opinions expressed by all
contributors are the responsibility of the author. The opinions expressed by the Guest Speakers and
by those providing comments or hosting the website belong to them alone, and neither the BTA nor
PricewaterhouseCoopers ® nor its principals or affiliates shall be liable for the content, statements,
comments, offers, or other information or products or services provided or expressed or implied by
or in connection with the BTA or the advertisers or any third party involved in creating or delivering
this website or its contents* What is your stance on being paid for your time? My company pays me a
monthly stipend for administrative support. I work out of my home. I don't like the idea of anyone
but myself profiting from something I post here. But, I don't know what else I can do besides these
type of web sites. Our retail stores are closing and it may be the only option I have right now. They
are not profitable for me. I'd rather see someone else run them instead of me. I have a total of six
years of college (as a degree is not important to me) and I own my own home (I'm a landlord for
properties). I have almost no debt. My standards are pretty low to begin with. That's good to know.
However, you still need to figure out what's the best way for you to make a living. I have yet to
explore any options. But, I am open minded.
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